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ABSENTEE BID FORM – Dinner and Auction 21st July 2023 

This completed and signed form authorises The Suter Art Gallery to bid on my behalf at the above-
mentioned auction for the following lot/s up to the amount indicated below.  

These bids are to be executed as reasonably as permitted subject to other bids in the room and to 
reserves. I understand that if successful, I will purchase the lot/s up to the amount I have listed on this 
form. In the event of identical bids, the first received and accepted bid will take precedence. 

I warrant also that I have read and understood and agree to comply with the conditions of sale as 
printed in the catalogue. I will not hold The Suter responsible for any errors that occur. 

Payment and Delivery: In presenting an absentee bid I understand that I must leave my credit card 
(Mastercard or Visa) details.  If successful, the payment will be processed immediately after the auction. 
The Suter will advise me as soon as is practical that I am the successful bidder of the lot/s described. I 
will arrange for collection or dispatch of my purchases. If The Suter is instructed by me to arrange for 
packing and dispatch of goods, I agree to pay any costs incurred by The Suter.  

Lot 
no. 

 
Lot Description 

 Bid maximum in 
NZ dollars 

     

     

     

     

FIRST NAME:    SURNAME:  

ADDRESS:   

HOME 
PHONE:    MOBILE:  

BUS. 
PHONE:    EMAIL:   

CREDIT CARD 
DETAILS:                  -                     -                     -                   (card number)  

    (expiry date, MMYY)  (CVV)  

Signed as agreed:   
 

To register for Absentee Bidding this form must be lodged with The Suter by 12 noon on the day of the 
auction: email a printed, signed and scanned form to The Suter: kyla.mackenzie@thesuter.org.nz.   
(Subject – Absentee Bid); or hand deliver to The Suter 208 Bridge Street, Nelson. 
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